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BMV Launches Electronic Lien System

INDIANAPOLIS—The Indiana Bureau of Motor Vehicles (BMV) announced today the Electronic Lien System (E-lien System) is live. This new system will provide process efficiency for stakeholders engaged throughout the lien process including lienholders, dealers, and consumers.

The E-lien System enables the electronic transmission of lien transaction data between participating lienholders and the BMV, rather than through a paper system. To utilize the system, lienholders must work through a BMV-approved Service Provider. The BMV will work directly with the Service Providers to manage lienholder transactions.

Service providers interested in joining the program must complete an application to initiate the process. Additional information on how to apply, as well as links to requirements and security information, is available online: [https://www.in.gov/bmv/titles/electronic-lien-and-titling-overview/](https://www.in.gov/bmv/titles/electronic-lien-and-titling-overview/)

“This new system improves the security of lien transactions as well as processing time. I am proud of the work our agency has done to bring this system live and look forward to celebrating the first of many transactions in the coming weeks and months,” said BMV Commissioner Joe Hoage. “For more than a decade the BMV has remained focused on providing great government service and this system is a continuation of that effort.”

E-lien is the first phase of the BMV’s overhaul of the lien and title process. Over the next several years, the BMV will expand its catalog of e-lien transactions and enhance the system to include electronic title transactions.
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